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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user is displaying the CPU utilization, and Network in and
Network out CloudWatch metrics data of a single instance on the
same graph. The graph uses one Y-axis for CPU utilization and
Network in and another Y-axis for Network out. Since Network in
is too high, the CPU utilization data is not visible clearly on
graph to the user. How can the data be viewed better on the
same graph?
A. It is not possible to show multiple metrics with the
different units on the same graph
B. Add a third Y-axis with the console to show all the data in
proportion
C. Change the axis of Network by using the Switch command from
the graph
D. Change the units of CPU utilization so it can be shown in
proportion with Network
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Amazon CloudWatch provides the functionality to graph the
metric data generated either by the AWS services or the custom
metric to make it easier for the user to analyse. It is
possible to show the multiple metrics with different units on
the same graph. If the graph is not plotted properly due to a
difference in the unit data over two metrics, the user can
change the Y-axis of one of the graph by selecting that graph
and clicking on the Switch option.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company that runs applications on AWS recently subscribed to
a new software-as-a-service (SaaS) data vendor. The vendor
provides the data by way of a REST API that the vendor hosts in
its AWS environment.
The vendor offers multiple options for connectivity to the API
and is working with the company to find the best way to connect
The company's AWS account does not allow outbound internet
access from its AWS environment. The vendor's services run on
AWS in the same AWS Region as me company's applications A
solutions architect must implement connectivity to the vendor's
API so that the API is highly available in the company's VPC.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Connect to the vendor by way of a VPC endpoint service that
uses AWS PrivateLink
B. Connect to the vendor's public API address for the data

service
C. Connect to the vendor by way of a VPC peering connection
between the vendor's VPC and the company's VPC
D. Connect to a public bastion host that the vendor provides.
Tunnel the API traffic.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
RMAN&gt; CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE ON;
RMAN&gt; BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG;
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Explanation
Configuration encryption will used by Transparent encryption.
For transparent encryption, you will need to create a wallet,
and it must be open. Transparent encryption will then occur
automatically after you have issued the CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION
FOR DATABASE ON or CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR TABLESPACE ON
command.
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/backup.1111/e10642/rcmbckad
.htm#CEGEJABH CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION : You can use this command
to persistently configure transparent encryption.
You cannot persistently configure dual mode or password mode
encryption. SET ENCRYPTION : You can use this command to
configure dual mode or password mode encryption at the RMAN
session level.
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